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“Nobody needs morality when there isn’t enough to eat.” 

–New Model Army









Cyber Insurance Myths

✤ “It steals my security budget.”

✤ If you don’t separate protection from mitigation in your budget, I can’t help you.

✤ “You can’t predict the risk.”

✤ If you’re not insuring, you’re self insuring; we all need to get better at the 
prediction risk.

✤ “It won’t pay out.”

✤ Does that business model really seem viable?

✤ “Nation states.”

✤ Precisely WHY we need risk pooling, not WHY it won’t work. 





5 types of cyber insurance already?
✤ 2 Billion $  market

✤ Expected to be 20 Billion $ by 2025

✤ By contrast security market is 8 Billion $

✤ 100 Million $ coverage is common

✤ 300 Million $ if willing to have a deeper audit



1 Breach

✤ Has been around since the 80s

✤ Not much uptake until last 5 years

✤ Mostly to cover credit cards, PII, HIPAA disclosures

✤ IR costs and support

✤ Most modelled and mature market of Cyber Insurance





2 Enterprise Ransom  
& Ransomware

✤ Enterprise Ransom is Sony style for whole business

✤ Ransomware is now an add on insurers can buy from 
reinsurers

✤ Which means, an individual/small business can get 
payouts and support from ransomware

✤ A story about my US lawyer…

✤ Economics matters: Ransomware has differential pricing.





3 Engineering cyber-physical

✤ What if hacks cause physical damage?

✤ You can now buy insurance for “stuxnet” style damage

✤ Forensics support

✤ A little story about a steel foundry

✤ Paper we collaborated on for insurers about ICS cyber risk

✤ https://goo.gl/dIx9D3

https://goo.gl/dIx9D3




Cyber Enabled Financial Fraud

✤ If you do financial transactions at scale…

✤ Remember those SWIFT attacks?

✤  81 Million

✤ 10 Million

✤ 12 Million

✤ One of the hardest problems to model, because of so little data

✤ Infrequent, but expensive





Distributed Denial of Service

✤ Duration matters: Coverage after 8 hours 

✤ (trying to improve this)

✤ Cost depends on your revenue

✤ IR support

✤ Easiest to quantitatively model

✤ 4Tb/s





Models make markets.

✤ Without models your capitol has to equal your risk

✤ You have even more silent risk

✤ You have aggregated risks

✤ Conversely models allow more efficient use of capitol

✤ If you have data, you could be helping me model risk



Liability is coming.

✤ Internet of things liability discussed by the EC

✤ Adding Firmware to a device shouldn’t impinge 
product liability, this is where the EULA stops

✤ It also enables insurance and reinsurance

✤ They pay out on incidents, but recover cost through 
liability



Security Economics

✤ Many Security problems are:

✤ Tragedy of the commons

✤ Liability shifting

✤ Public good issues

✤ Piracy is the metaphor





Insurance will and won’t

✤ Will:

✤ Lower costs for remediation

✤ Incentivise new security 
services

✤ Make it easier to study 
attackers

✤ Protect against common 
threats

✤ Boot-strap price 
discrimination

✤ Won’t:

✤ Solve for rowhammer

✤ Replace your security 
program

✤ Be inexpensive

✤ Stop cyber crime



Conclusion

✤ We need to stop victim blaming

✤ We need to stop inefficient security spending

✤ Liability shifting doesn’t secure you or your users

✤ The internet is a commons

✤ Security and Privacy are public goods

✤ Enough techno optimism! Let cyber risk become a science.


